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Abstract: This paper presents a methodology for the development of augmented
reality (AR) visualization applications in industrial scenarios. The proposal presents
the use of georreferenced natural markers detected in real time, which enables the
construction of AR systems. This use of augmented visualization allows the creation of
tools that can aid on-site maintenance activities for operators. AR use makes possible
including information about the equipment during a specific procedure. In this work,
the detection of natural markers in the scene are based on Haar-like features associated
with equipment geolocalization. This approach enable the detection of equipment in
multiple user’s viewpoints in the industrial scenario and makes it possible the inclusion
of real information about those equipment in real time as AR annotations. In this way,
beyond a methodology approach, this paper presents a new way for Power System
information visualization in the field that can be used in both for training and for
control operations.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Data Visualization, Natural Markers.

1

Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) is associated with the insertion of additional information or virtual
objects superimposed or combined into a visualization of the real world [3]. The use of AR
techniques allows to magnify user’s visual experience with the addition of information to the
visualized real scene. It contributes to a potential increase of user’s comprehension about the
physical environment where the user stands. Therefore, information or images generated by
computers need to be registered to the real scene. It means that they need to be precisely and
contextually positioned in the real world visualization. In addition, it allows a big variety of
applications on several areas such as medicine, education, and industrial activities.
Industrial companies demand for applications that use AR technology for training and also
for control and operation procedures. This technology has been used in a quite limited form,
Copyright © 2006-2017 by CCC Publications
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in areas such as architecture, engineering, and civil construction [6]. The main limitation in
these areas are related to high precision processing in real time. Another limiting factor is the
complexity of the detection process and the object tracking in these scenes. This demands the use
of strategies and algorithms of computer vision (CV) which permit a suitable time of processing
for the visualization.
A strategy generally used to reduce processing time during object detection is the use of
fiducial markers in the physical environment [25]. This is the insertion of objects or marks of
low complexity, highly distinct of the present objects in the scene that allow to decrease the
necessary computing effort for the correct spatial orientation in an AR environment. Although
the use of these markers increase robustness and reduce significantly the computational cost,
it has the disadvantage of requiring the inclusion of artificial marker in the real environment.
Besides this, there are safety restrictions in industrial environments and incidental displacement
or destruction of these markers result in the immediate inoperability of the AR system.
Using another type of AR marker, known as natural marker, the elements that already exist
in the scene are detected directly without the need of fiducial markers inclusion. This approach
can use the equipment of the industrial environment as markers for an AR application in an
industrial plant, for example. The detection of these objects require extraction of the image
features and comparison with patterns previously registered. This is considered one of the most
complex tasks for the creation of AR applications. Although there are techniques which address
the feature detection problem and object recognition [17] - [14], processing time is still a challenge
for these systems, since in AR applications, detection needs to be done in real time.
Also there is a demand for AR applications that offer support to operators during real maintenance procedures of equipment in the field. In general, in these situations, data from equipment
sensors are sent to a distant control room. The operators make decisions based on these information and in some circumstances there is the need of operators to move from the site to get access
to the information. This could generate a situation in which information can be modified during
the route between control room and maintenance site. This methodology proposes a solution
for the creation of AR applications which enables a visualization of these information in the
maintenance site, enabling a decentralization of control rooms.
This work presents a methodology which is composed by three main steps: the creation of
an AR marker using a computer vision technique, followed by using sensors (GPS and compass)
from mobile device to perform the correct identification of an equipment. Finally, it is presented
the integration with equipment data. In our case study it is used the communication and integration with Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems/Energy Management System
(SCADA/EMS).
So, this methodology enables the creation and use of AR in industrial outdoor scenarios. The
investigation method is based on the association of location data sensors and the detection of
real scene objects that are used as natural markers. This way, we search to contribute for the
use of full potential of AR application in industrial environments aiming the improvement of
maintenance tasks in these scenarios.
This paper is organized as follows. The Section 2 presents and discuss several related works
and in Section 3 the technical background on CV and AR. From Section 4 to Section 6 we present
the methodology steps described above. In Section 7 we present the results from a case study
related to substation scenario followed with conclusion and future works.

2

Related work

In [31] the concept of AR as a novel way to enhance visualization is used for educational
purposes. In this work the authors highlight the need of registration, because the change of
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camera viewpoint changes the position that the virtual element have in the scene. This is an
obstacle to build AR mobile applications.
The use of applications in mobile devices in real time has grown rapidly and several applications for these device formats have been developed. In [12], simple techniques of image processing
are used in smartphones for detection of fiducial markers to include 3D elements in real scenes
in real time. This related research are enabled by the evolution of the devices and its processing
capabilities in the last years. Also, according to [7], the correct position identification to include
virtual information is the key for AR.
In [29] there is a strategy presented for detection of ships on the African coast which uses
cascade classifiers based in Haar-like features. The work shows a detection system which generally
uses the vessel’s transponder for monitoring, but in sabotage cases or in transponder shutdown,
the solution is to detect it with radar images and a combination of techniques.
The use of techniques such as template matching demonstrate a creation approach of AR
environments based in image processing. Besides that, the adoption of mobile devices brought
a great advance for AR systems and, according to [26], generally techniques similar to SURF
(Speeded- Up Robust Features) [?] have been used for natural markers detection.
Object detection is a fundamental task for AR applications to be used in outdoor environments. The detection results may be used for objects recognition, tracking, and construction of
environment maps. In [11] the detection is applied for the use in security robots of the substation with use of object detection algorithm with processing based in cloud computing. Another
interesting strategy presented is to reduce the comparison area with costly algorithms such as
SURF and SIFT [17] to optimize the processing.
Several works like [16] and [8] point to the question of data communication and architecture
questions for electric power systems. Although the emergence of new devices suggest possibilities
of using newer technologies in these scenarios. Our work present an approach for new ways of
visualization in power system substations.
Despite the importance of new visualizations for power systems, accordingly to [20], in the
last 20 years there were few proposals or new ideas in visualization approaches for electric system
data. Even though some works were done like [18], [19], [23], [33] and [24]. The above mentioned
analysis concludes that visualizations must have the intention of replacing textual data or numeric
information and must be explored the visual patterns for a mapping, the most natural possible
way, aggregating meaning of the data for the visualization. Information must be understood
naturally and colors must be used, but carefully not to generate discomfort for system operators.
A more recent work [1] proposed the use of QR code for AR markers and the use of IEC 61850
communication for automation integrated with SCADA information. According to the authors,
many solutions use AR applications for simulation and operator training, and there are several
situations where it might be advantageous to have the capability of annotating the real process
with information. Besides all important contributions, the above-mentioned solution still needs
to include the fiducial markers in real equipment, differently from proposed in our work.

3

Computer vision and augmented reality

We can define AR as a system that combines real world visualization with virtual information
objects, requiring real time interactivity and 3D world registration.
Tracking and registration is one of the fundamental tasks for AR systems. These systems
must work in real time and, aim to get a credible scene for the user, the real and virtual cameras
should be mapped in such a way that both environments precisely match. Thus AR system can
take advantage of CV techniques. Because AR can rely on visual features that are naturally
present on the real scene, avoiding the need for engineering the environment.
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CV aims to obtain geometrical, topological or physical information from an image and the
objects which are present in that image. These information may allow the recognition of patterns,
object classification, robot movement, among other possibilities. Furthermore, the digital images
carry with them information such as colors, light intensity that permit an image analysis through
image processing.
To suply the AR need for tracking, fiducial markers are commonly used. A fiducial marker
is an easily detection used as a point of reference to an object targeted for tracking. An options
is to use natural information of the scene (natural markers). Thus, computer vision techniques
can be used with additional information such as georeferencing data, gyroscope data, thermal
sensors, among others sensors.
These natural markers generally are specific for each type of application and the object type
to be identified. For processing the inclusion of 3D virtual elements, there is a need to align
the object coordinate system to the world coordinate system for a proper virtual information
placement in the real scene.

4

Natural 3D marker for detection of objects using Haar-like features

To use natural markers, we need to detect the objects that are in the scene image. This
depends on the correct selection of the representation model. There are several techniques to
detect objects in scene and each different kind of object changes the detection approach. In some
situations it is necessary to modify the whole training, even using the same detection technique.
The proposed methodology uses a technique proposed in [32] and extended by [15]. This is
a a robust framework for the construction of fast object detectors, using machine learning, that
reach high detection rates. The version used includes a rectangular feature rotation, enriching
the detection algorithm and keeping calculation efficiency.
Combining the aspects of the works mentioned above, the proposed 3D marker uses cascade
classifier based on Haar features. The process is based on two main stages of training. Firstly,
the classifier is trained with images containing the object to be detected and these images are
called positive examples. During processing these images are resized into a commom size defined
empirically. The second stage is responsible for training the negative examples, which are arbitrary images that do not contain the object trained in first step. Our approach have used several
images from real industrial environment in both stages.
This is because there is the requirement to detect an object regardless of where the user
stands, the proposed work used images from every side of the equipment for the object detector’s
training. Figure 1 shows that each image matches an equipment side that is used in training
process. The overall process of training and detection is presented in Figure 2.
The equipment detection process is performed for each frame acquired from the camera. It is
initially performed necessary adjustments in the image related to camera position configuration
and operational system, then it executes related procedures for feature detection in image with
cascade classifier.
This work have used transformer initially as a case study for detection, since this one is one
of the most important equipment inside the substation.
As result of the training, a three dimensional natural marker is created, in which object
detection is performed independently of user’s viewpoint. Using this approach, it is possible to
build AR environments with use of 3D natural markers, without the need to include fiducial
markers.
The advantages of using natural markers can be seen in Table 1. It is worth mentioning that
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Figure 1: Image acquisition from different sides of object for training the cascade classifier

Figure 2: Processes from training to detection of objects in camera
the natural marker corresponds to an object that already exists on scene without modification
of it.
Table 1: Comparison of AR markers
Technical feature
Training independence
Model storing
Environment remains unchanged
Multiple viewpoint detection with
a single loaded marker

Fiducial marker
No
Local
No
No

QR Code
Yes
Internet
No
No

Natural marker
No
Local or Internet
Yes
Yes

The first step for the creation of the natural 3D marker is the detection. After the correct
detection of the object for each camera frame of camera in real time, the next steps consist in
associating this information with predefined information about the objects existing in scenario
and the use of sensors to be combined with result of detection.

5

Sensors for automatic identification of equipment associated to
detection

After the equipment detection we need to identify it. This is a required task to allow the
query of the equipment information from automation and control systems. The methodology
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proposed herein suggests the integrated use of more than one sensor type. The sensors are used
in identifying the natural 3D markers.
Most devices, such as smartphones and digital cameras, have auxiliary sensors for geolocation
and orientation. For applications that do not need big precision, only using GPS sensor is possible
to solve location problem that has been used mainly in situations with map localizations.
In outdoor applications, such as detection of an equipment inside an industrial area, the
use of GPS data does not only constitute a reasonable solution. Due to the error inherent
to GPS localization (up to 7.8 meters with 95% of confidence). But, this error can present
variation depending on atmospheric effects, reception quality and sky blockage [10]. There are
some frameworks for construction of AR environment that use just GPS data as main source
of information. These frameworks add virtual information to the real world but this GPS error
variation causes annotation out of place in real application.
Besides GPS, this methodology also uses compass or magnetometer sensor. This sensor works
like a pointer to the north pole. After the transformer detection, the algorithm considers three
main variables: the operator location at the time of the image acquisition from mobile device,
the transformer’s location present in the substation and the compass orientation sensor for field
of view (FOV) calculation from the user point of view, as shown in Figure 3a. The white circles
in Figure 3b are user position or equipment inside the substation.

(a) Image from real substation

(b) Field of view calculated with equipment
inside

Figure 3: The proposed method for equipment identification from GPS integrated information,
compass, user’s location, transformers location and image obtained from camera.
The FOV is computed from intrinsic parameters of the camera, as described in Equation 1.
The α angle is half of FOV and used to identify which equipment are inside the obtained image.
α = arctan

s
2f

s = Sensor dimension
f = Focal length

(1)

Besides that, we use camera information such as sensor size and focal distance to compute
the FOV to verify objects inserted inside the camera frame.
By obtaining this FOV, the objects position is analyzed in relation to the central line of FOV
and the boundary lines, right and left, in relation to user’s viewpoint. With this information
it is possible to identify which equipment were detected in the image. With this intention the
distance is calculated to the central line and the object is detected at the right side or at the left
of the observer (Figure 4). This approach still allows to identify more than one detected object
on the same image.
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Figure 4: Identification of objects inside the observer viewpoint.

Due to degree of reliability of GPS data in low cost sensors, this proposal can be used on
outdoor environments. In indoor scenarios the GPS error increases and the application behavior
depends on these data. The strategy of joining 3D natural markers associated with georeferenced
data and compass minimizes the error compared to use only GPS data. This strategy works as
an auxiliary information layer, containing detection data of the desired object, inside the AR
system.

6

Communication and integration to SCADA/EMS

After detection and identification of the equipment inside the AR scenario, a data request
is performed about the equipment to SCADA/EMS communication system based on identified
equipment tag. Each equipment has a unique tag inside the Open System for Energy Management
(SAGE) and through this tag the associated information is obtained.
With this methodology is possible to build AR systems, including real information which
could help the system operators in control process and problem identification inside the energy
substation, on the field.
Besides that, critical information may be specified, showing just alert states based on defined
alarms in the system. Decreasing the data quantity observed by operator.
This integration architecture is based in AGITOServer [27], in which control systems are accessed through interfaces via remote calls (RPC) provided by SAGE and Operator Training Simulator (OTS). Integration with database provide access and control to modify data via TCP/IP
protocol available in socket format. After that, it is possible to send and receive messages with
data of the power system in JSON format (Figure 5).
This architecture allows perform queries to equipment data, such as equipment electric parameters, operation state (open or closed switch), among others. Through message exchange
model, this solution allows to obtain the desired information request about the equipment and
add it to the visualization.
Furthermore, the OTS training environment is similar to real environment, only with simulated data of operation state of the systems and chosen obviously in this way for safety reasons
of the electric system and enabling consultation application tests to the data.
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Figure 5: Architecture of acquisition of integrated data to the SAGE/OTS

7

Results and case study: AR visualization in energy substation

The evaluation of the proposed methodology was applied using mobile devices, which allow
rendering different visualization formats. It might enable the construction of two augmented
reality versions of application: a tablet view version with a single display and a head-mounted
display (HMD) version using smartphone integrated to Google Carboard SDK [9].
This possibility of including a mobile tool for operators enables that the user can perform
information acquisiton in the operation field, with no need of returning to operation center to
access a given system which contains desired information. By using the auxiliary use of AR it is
possible to add information about the task being executed during operation.
Images used in this study were obtained from real operating environments of CHESF. More
specifically at CHESF substations SUAPE II and SUAPE III in Recife-PE, and at CHESF
substation Extremoz in Natal-RN, all located in Brazil.
The approach used cascade classifier based in Haar-like features for transformer detection.
In this approach the classifier training is performed with negative and positive images set and
detection quality depends on the amount of training images.
The obtained results initially used a base of positive images (transformer pictures) and negative images, which include basically areas around the substation itself do not containing the
transformer. The results can be seen in Table 2 using amount of p = 419 (positive images) and
n = 270 (negative images) during training and also, for the detection test, a total of 40 pictures
of equipment were used.
For elimination of false-positives, the Haar cascade method demands an image base as large
as possible, and this statement is valid both for positive images as for negative ones.
These tests show that as we increase the quantity of stages, the algorithm minimizes incorrect detection features. But, to be able to increase equipment detection in these conditions is
necessary to increase the training base.
Applications have been developed for devices with android operational system and they have
been installed in tablet version (single view) as shown in Figure 6 and HMD combined with
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Table 2: Equipment detection with Haar Cascade classifier
Cascade Stages
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

False positives (FP)
95
73
54
36
22
13
11
10
1
0
0
0
0

Total features
222
181
131
120
99
87
73
66
46
33
31
24
18

Detection rate (%)
78.05%
78.05%
80.49%
80.49%
82.93%
82.93%
80.49%
82.93%
70.73%
53.66%
48.78%
43.90%
34.15%

smartphone (using stereoscopic view) in Figure 7a and Figure 7b.

Figure 6: AR application visualization in tablet (single view)

The work proposes real data integration after stages taken related to equipment detection
system. The SAGE system is widely used by several electric power system companies in Brazil.
According to [5] the SAGE system may be used in substations and power plant and it supports
several hardware, including different manufacturers.
In addition to SAGE, the use of OTS has permitted an environment for training operators
without the necessity of being connected to real equipment. Thus, it enables running several
simulations of possible energy system scenarios.
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(a) Stereoscopic view of object detection

(b) Augmented user visualization integrated
with OTS data

Figure 7: AR application visualization in HMD (stereoscopic view)

8

Conclusion and future work

This work presents two main contributions: the first one, and most important, it is a methodology for creation of AR systems using georeferenced natural 3D markers. It uses image processing techniques and sensor information present in mobile devices to provide identification for
detected objects in outdoor environments. This contribution has applicability in others scenarios
and several areas of application.
The second contribution is the application constructed itself using the natural marker and
integration with mobile sensors, as a case study. The application integrated with SCADA/EMS
and equipment’s real information create a new visualization format in power system operational
environment. This last innovation intends to improve the data visualization inside industrial
environments.
This new visualization is applied in stereoscopic view display, which enables the operator
to modify the real world through addition of virtual elements (information or auxiliary data of
equipment state). It allows the effective creation of an innovative AR solution and the use of
this technology can be used no only for training but also for operation tasks.
So, the next step will be experimenting this methodology in real industrial environments.
There are many points to test about its usability, mainly on the stereoscopic visualization, due
the need of reduce operator’s visual discomfort infringed by the use of HMD for several hours.
We also will conduce experiments to detect the pose of the object and allow a virtual analysis
of it.
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